India and its Music
Classical North Indian music comes began thousands of years ago before the Christian
Era in world history. Since this musical tradition is taught by an oral method (spoken or
sung), instead of written, there were not reliable written records of the music except in
very ancient books called the Vedas. These were books that recorded stories and hymns
and prescriptions for how to behave according to the Hindu religion and were written
3,200 to 4,000 years ago. Some people believe they were written thousands of years
earlier, and scholars debate this subject.
India: Home to the World’s Great Religions
In India many of the world’s great religions got their start. These would include
Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, and the Sikh religion. Also there are Indian Christians,
and Islam is an important religion in the north of India. For many centuries Islamic
culture had a big influence on music and mingled with the original music of India that
existed before the Moslems conquered India. The result is a music that took elements of
Islamic music from Persia, Turkey and Afghanistan and blended with the original music
of India to become Hindustani music – the classical music of north India.
The Hindu religion’s legends and mythology have many gods and goddesses, and these
gods and goddesses are thought to be aspects of the One God Vishnu.
Saraswati, Goddess of
art, music, and learning

One important goddess to Indian artists, scholars and musicians is
Saraswati who is the goddess of art, music and learning.

Mohandas K. Gandhi

You may have heard of famous Indians such as
Mahatma Gandhi who was the father of nonviolent
protest and a great religious and political figure in
India’s liberation from British rule in 1947.
Mother Theresa

Or perhaps you have heard of Mother Theresa, a
Macedonian nun who came to India to care for the poor
and the sick.
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The Taj Mahal

Most everyone has seen a picture of the Taj Mahal built by
Shah Jahan, grandson of Emperor Akbar the Great, to honor
his wife after her death.

Rabindranath Tagore

Siddhartha Gautama,
the Buddha

Or perhaps you have heard of the famous
Indian poet Rabindranath Tagore, or have heard stories about the
founder of Buddhism Siddhartha Gautama.

These notable peoples’ lives are just a small part of the long, ancient, rich and
varied cultural history of India where there are many people from many different
groups who all make up the citizens of one nation, the Republic of India.
Where is India?
To understand a little about Indian music and culture it is important to locate India.
India and the World

India is located on the Indian Subcontinent. This region is a subcontinent because it
rests on a tectonic plate of its own, the India Plate, that is separate from the rest of
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Eurasia. This land was once a small continent before colliding1 with the Eurasian Plate
and giving rise to the Himalayan Mountain Range and the Tibetan plateau. Even now
the India Plate continues to move northward with the result that the Himalayas are
growing taller by a few centimeters each decade. The region is also home to a great
variety of geographical features such as glaciers, rainforests, valleys, deserts, and
grasslands. The Himalayan Range has some of the highest mountains in the world
including the highest -- Mount Everest.

India the Nation

1

The India Plate is sub-ducting under the Eurasian plate.
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Above is a map of modern India that shows the different states. India has so many people
that it is the second most populous country in the world with over 1.3 billion people.
Classical north Indian music comes from the northern part of India.
About Classical North Indian Music
The classical music of North India is called “classical” because it is not folk music. A
way to understand the word classical is to think about western classical music – such as
the music of Bach, Beethoven or Mozart as compared to popular music, rock ‘n’ roll, or
American folk music. Classical music is developed beyond the simple songs of folk and
pop music. Simple songs are usually strophic – that means the songs repeat the same
melody and have many verses set to the same melody. An example of a strophic song
you might know is “She’ll be Coming ‘Round the Mountain”.
Classical music may contain a melody or song, but will have many sections that are
through composed: each new verse has new music, or each new part has new melodies.
Classical music takes a melody or musical theme and may explore many possible
variations melodically and rhythmically and in the case of western music-- harmonies.
There are many other differences between classical music and folk or popular music
your teacher may want to discuss with you.
What are some differences between classical Indian music and western classical
music?
In India special attention is paid to the rhythms in music. In western music we are used
to rhythms such as 4/4 (four beats to the measure, the quarter note representing the beat)
or ¾ (three beats to the measure). In India there are many rhythms that have been
developed such as 16 beat rhythms, 12, 14, 10, 7 beat rhythms as well as many more. A
very common rhythm called tintal which has four sections of four beats equaling 16
beats.
Rhythm is also
thought of in a
slightly different
way – in cycles.
You can
understand cycles
from nature: such as when we experience
winter, spring, summer, fall and then back again to winter. Or think about how the clock
goes around in a cycle from 12:00 AM and twelve hours later to 12:00 noon, and twelve
hours later to 12:00 AM again. So in Indian music a rhythm cycle goes around like a
clock for 16 beats: 1 2 3 4 | 5 6 7 8 | 9 10 11 12| 13 14 15 16| and then comes back to 1
and starts all over again.
Rhythm in Indian music is called tala. Beat one is an important beat in Indian music,
and our performers can show why if you ask them. Musicians will play different
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melodies and rhythmic variations over the basic beat, and then come back to beat one and
often the original melody.
In Indian music melodies are built within what we in the west would call a mode. In
India modes are called thaats (pronounced “tots”). In the west music also originally came
from modes called plainchant, Gregorian chant, or the church modes. Indian music
melodies are organized within these modes, but have further distinctions from a mere
modal scale – within one scale there may be many ragas. A raga keeps within a modal
structure, but has precise rules about the order of the notes, how many notes of the mode
to use, and the importance of one or another note. Also there are rules about what time of
day, sometimes what season a raga can be played, and even what feeling or mood a raga
should impart.
In western music harmonies began to be developed in the Middle Ages2 within the
plainchant modes. Later modes were abandoned giving way to major minor harmony.
In Indian music the modes remained and harmony was not an important aspect. There
are harmonies only insofar as the notes of a melody harmonize with the tonic (the
beginning note of the scale), the dominant (the fifth note above the tonic) or
subdominant (the fourth note above the tonic) that is continuously played as a drone
that the Indian musicians use to keep in tune. The drone is very important and also
creates a kind of sonic canvas in which the raga unfolds. This drone is played on an
instrument called a tanpura. Also many Indian instruments have sympathetic strings
that vibrate as a person plays the instrument and also creates latent harmonies. Examples
of popular Indian instruments that have sympathetic strings that you will hear are sitars
and sarodes.

2

600 ACE to around 1400 ACE: it is difficult to date the end of the Middle Ages, English use 1500, while Italians consider
1400 to be in their Renaissance Period
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There are many other Indian instruments, and also some western musical instruments are
used for Indian music such as instruments in the viol family3. At the Ali Akbar College
of Music instrumentalists have studied Indian music on all western instruments. Other
Indian instruments include a kind of Indian oboe called a shenai, a haunting sounding
bowed instrument called a sarangi, a bamboo flute called a bansuri, two ancient
instruments called a vina and a surbahar, a kind of hammered dulcimer called a
santoor (pronounced “san-tour”) and many others. The most popular classical
percussion instrument is called a tabla and accompanies the vocal and instrumental
music. The tabla has also become a solo instrument because great tabla players like
Swapan Chaudhuri and Zakir Hussain have elevated the table to solo status with their
masterful playing. Another ancient percussion instrument is called a pakhawaj and is
used to accompany dhrupad (pronounced “droo- pod”) which is the original music of
north India upon which a later style called khayal (pronounced “key-all”) is based. Both
khayal and dhrupad are taught at the Ali Akbar College of Music.
Though Indian music is passed on from teacher to student orally rather than read from
musical notation, there is an Indian notation system that is similar to a western music’s
solfege system. The Indian solfege is called sargam – the name comes from the first
four notes sa re ga ma– in the west they would be called do re mi fa.
Vocal music is so important in Indian music that virtually all instrumentalists study vocal
music. That is because ideally all instrumental music is based in the vocal music.
The Ali Akbar College of Music
The Ali Akbar College of Music was started in Northern California in 1967 by Maestro
Ali Akbar Khan who was the first person to ever record and televise Indian music in
America. He was considered to be one of the greatest musicians in the world and was the
head of a famous and influential tradition that got its start long ago in 1542 (463 years
ago!) in the court of the famous Mogul ruler Emperor Akbar the Great by a legendary,
genius musician named Miyan Tansen.
Ali Akbar Khan was the son of one of the greatest figures in Indian classical music
Allauddin Khan. Ali Akbar Khan studied music for so long and worked so hard to play
correctly the vast amount of music his father taught him, his knowledge was truly
encyclopedic. Ali Akbar Khan was also a musical genius whose pioneering work as a
teacher and performer earned him worldwide fame and honors.
Even though he had received this recognition, the honor he felt the most proud of was
when his father gave him the title Swara Samrat – which means Emperor of Melody.
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Which includes these instruments: violin, viola, cello, bass
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Ali Akbar Khan playing sarode
Resources and Activities
Here is a song you can learn called; a Sargam written in both sargam and in western
music notation (see attached pages). Here you are saying the names of the notes or
swaras.
Sargam in Rag Khammaj
Asthai (first part of an Indian music song)
+
2
○
3
+
2
||:Ga Ga Sa Ga| ma Pa Ga ma| ni Dha – ma| Pa Dha – ma| Ga - - - | Dha Ni Sa -|
○
3
|Sa ni Dha Pa| ma Ga Re Sa :||
Antara (second part of an Indian music song)
○
3
+
||: Ga ma Dha Ni | Sa Dha Ni Sa| Dha Ni Sa Re |
2
○
3
+
2
○
|Sa ni Dha - :|| - Ga – ma | Ga Re Sa ni | Dha – ma Ga | - Sa Dha Ni | Sa Ga – ma| Ga
Re Sa - |
In western music the literal notes (using the letter names) would be (play or sing in a
moderate tempo in 4/4 time) (C= middle C and C’ is an octave above):
Measure1
2
3
4
5
6
7
||:E E C E | F G E F | Bb A - F| G A - F| E - - -| A B C -| C Bb A G|
8
|F E D C||:
The second part of the song starts after repeating measure 1 for a third time:
9
10
11
12
13
14
||: E F G B| C’ G B C’| G B C’ D’|C’ Bb A-||: - E’–F’| E’D’C’ Bb|
15
16
17
18
| A-FE’|- C’A B| C’E-F| E D C-|
Here are some activities you can do at school or at home:
1. Learn the Indian music sargam song – have your teacher help you understand the
music.
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2. If you play piano or another instrument ask your teacher for a copy of the church
modes and ten thaats (“tots”) of Indian music and see if you can play some or all of
them. Please note that Indian music tuning is more like the old Just tuning in
western music, and so playing the ten thaats on piano will only approximate the
correct tuning.
3. Write about your impressions of Indian music. Were there things you liked about
Indian music? If you are confused about any aspect of Indian music, write down
your questions share them with you teacher.
4. Write a poem about the music you heard. How did the music make you feel? Did
you like the feeling?
5. 3-6th grade – research an Indian music topic on the Internet: examples: about Ali
Akbar Khan, tabla, sarode, sitar, microtonal music, Allauddin Khan etc.
6. Make a work of art that represents your impressions of the music you heard: make
a. drawing, b. painting, c. 3D object or sculpture e. collage.
7. Compose a short tune in one of the plainchant modes or thaat’s (pronounced
“tots”). Perform your melody for your class.
8. Discover what mode a tune that you already know may be in.
9. Write about the differences and similarities in Indian music and western classical
music.
10. Generate your own writing topic about Indian music.
11. Read these legends about Miyan Tansen, the famous court musician of Emperor
Akbar the Great who started the musical tradition that you will hear from the performing
artists of the Ali Akbar College of Music.
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Tansen - The Magical Musician
by Ashok Davar; National Book Trust, India

Almost exactly in the centre of India is
a town called Gwalior. In this town is
the tomb of Tansen, one of the
greatest musicians that ever lived.
Next to his beautifully carved stone
tomb stands a little tamarind tree. It is
believed that by eating a leaf of this
tree and touching the tomb, a singer
can improve his voice.
If this sounds like magic, the story of Tansen is equally
magical. Even today, many famous musicians follow the
style of music created by Tansen known as the "Gwalior
Gharana".
About four hundred years ago, in a village near Gwalior,
lived a wealthy poet, Mukand Mishra, and his wife. Their
only sorrow was that they had no children. On the
suggestion of a friend, Mishra went to Gwalior to seek the
blessings of the famous saint and musician, Mohammad
Ghaus. He tied a holy thread on Mishra's arm, saying, "May God bless you with a son." And so it came to pass.
A child was born and named Tansen. As Tansen grew up his father engaged teachers to teach him to read and
write. Tansen, however, was more interested in going to the nearby forest with his friends, where he would
imitate bird and animal sounds.
Once a group of singers were passing through the forest. Tansen hid himself in some bushes and roared like a
tiger. So life-like was the sound that the singers became frightened. When the boy showed himself, the leader
of the group praised his tiger-like roar. Encouraged, Tansen made more animal and bird sounds.
The leader was greatly impressed by Tansen's performance. He was none other than the famous music
teacher, Haridas.
Haridas offered to take Tansen as his disciple. "He has great musical talent," said Haridas to Tansen's father.
Most reluctantly, Tansen's mother agreed to let her only child go away to Brindaban to study under Haridas.
For almost ten years Tansen studied music from Haridas. Starting with the basic musical notes SA RE GA MA
PA DHA NI SA, he learned the basics of singing and playing the tanpura. He learnt about the different ragas of
Indian music and how each raga creates a different mood. A raga can make you so happy that you want to
dance, or it can make you so sad that it brings tears to your eyes.
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Then one day there was a message from
home that his father was very ill. When
Tansen arrived home he found his father
on his death-bed.
"I am happy that you have become a
musician. Go and see Mohammad
Ghaus," were his father's last words to
him. Tansen remained at home to look
after his mother, but within a year she,
too, died.
Now Tansen was free to keep his promise to his father to go to Mohammad Ghaus and be trained by him. But,
in keeping with Indian tradition, he went to seek permission to learn under a new guru from his first guru,
Haridas.
"You must obey your father's wishes, but you will always be welcome here. You are like a son to me," said
Haridas. And he gave him his blessings.
Tansen studied under Mohammad Ghaus for three years, developing
his musical talent.
During that time Mohammad Ghaus introduced Tansen to the ruler of
Gwalior. They became good friends and Tansen would often visit the
ruler's palace, where he would listen to other musicians.
During his visits to the palace, Tansen met Husani, one of the women
who attended on the ruler. Like her name "the beautiful one", Husani
was truly beautiful. Tansen fell in love with her and married her. A few
years later Mohammad Ghaus died, leaving his property and money to Tansen. Tansen settled in Mohammad
Ghaus's house and his family was raised
there.
One day a messenger arrived from the
court of Rewa, near Gwalior. The
messenger opened the scroll and read:
"King Ramchandra of Rewa would like you
to be a musician at his court."
This was a great honour and the first step
in Tansen's rise to fame.
King Ramchandra admired Tansen's
singing and lavished many expensive gifts
on him. Once he gave him a thousand
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gold coins.
Then one day the Emperor, Akbar, went on a visit to Rewa. King Ramchandra arranged for Tansen to
entertain his royal guest.
The emperor was greatly impressed by Tansen's music and, soon after his return, sent a message to
Ramchandra requesting him to send Tansen to his court.
King Ramchandra did not want to part with Tansen, but he could not afford to displease the powerful Akbar.
After all, Akbar was the Emperor of India, and Ramchandra was only the king of a small state in Akbar's
empire.
So, reluctantly, King Ramchandra sent Tansen as a royal gift from one court to another escorted by his own
men.
Tansen received a royal welcome in the capital city of Agra. Akbar was so impressed by Tansen's music that
he bestowed on him the highest honour of the land. Tansen was included among his navratna, nine jewels –
the nine most outstanding talents of the royal court.
Besides performing in the court, Tansen would often sing alone for the Emperor. At night he sang ragas that
would soothe and help Akbar fall asleep, and in the morning Tansen sang special ragas that would gently
awaken the Emperor.
There are many stories told about the
power of Tansen's music. It is said that
when Tansen sang, birds and animals
would gather to hear him.
Once, during a hunting expedition,
Emperor Akbar spotted a white elephant
which he wanted for himself. The elephant
was captured and brought to the palace.
The elephant, however, was fierce and
wild and would not be tamed.
When Tansen heard of this, he went to the
elephant, which was chained and struggling with the trainers.
He began to play the tanpura and sing. Gradually the elephant became calm, and soon the emperor was able
to mount and ride it. Emperor Akbar bestowed honours and gifts on Tansen. Tansen was given a house very
close to the royal palace.
One evening, Emperor Akbar decided to visit Tansen. When the Emperor arrived, Tansen was singing and
playing the tanpura. The Emperor sat quietly in the verandah and listened to him.
So pleased was the Emperor with Tansen's music that after the performance he took off his diamond necklace
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and presented it to Tansen. Some courtiers became very jealous of the Emperor's high regard for Tansen.
They began plotting Tansen's downfall. They stole the diamond necklace given by the Emperor and told him
that Tansen had sold it for a large sum of money.
When summoned to the royal court and asked to produce the necklace, Tansen was unable to do so.
The Emperor flew into a rage. "You will be banished from the court till you can present yourself wearing the
necklace," roared the Emperor.
Tansen was in disgrace. He had no one to turn to. At last he thought of King Ramchandra and set off for
Rewa.
Ramchandra welcomed his former court musician. After hearing the whole story, the king said, "Don't worry.
Just sing for me."

Tansen sang two beautiful ragas for the king.
"Your singing is now superb. You have brought
me great joy," said Ramchandra. And as a token
of appreciation, he presented his jeweled
sandals to Tansen.
Tansen rushed back to Agra and placed the
jeweled sandals in front of the Emperor. "Sire,
please take the diamonds from these and
forgive me."
The jeweled sandals were worth much more than the necklace. The Emperor immediately realized that he had
misjudged Tansen and said, "Your music is much more valuable than diamonds to me. I should never have
doubted you. You may return to the court as my royal musician."
Tansen's fame spread far and wide. People said Tansen was the greatest singer to have been born in a
thousand years. Tansen's enemies once more grew jealous and began to plot his downfall. They suggested to
the Emperor that he command Tansen to sing Deepak Raga for him.
Deepak Raga was one of the most difficult ragas to sing. Besides, so much heat would be caused by a perfect
rendering of this raga that not only would lamps alight, but the singer's body too would burn to ashes.
When Akbar asked Tansen to sing Deepak Raga Tansen pleaded, "Sire, Deepak Raga can set the singer
himself on fire. But the Emperor would not listen. "If you are the greatest singer in the land, you must accept
this challenge," insisted Emperor Akbar.
Tansen knew that singing Deepak Raga was dangerous, but he also knew that if Megh raga, which brings the
rain, could be sung at the same time; he would be saved from the fury of fire.
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"But how can I sing both ragas at the same time," Tansen thought worriedly to himself, as he roamed in the
garden of his house. Suddenly he had an idea. Maybe Rupa, a devoted disciple of Haridas, could sing with
him.
With the permission of Haridas, Rupa agreed to sing. Rupa was already a very good musician. Tansen used
the fifteen days preparation time,
granted by Akbar, to train her. At the end
of the two weeks, Rupa had perfected the
singing of Megh Raga.
On the day of the performance, the court
was packed with courtiers and royal
guests. People had come from far and
near to hear Tansen sing the most
difficult of all ragas, Deepak Raga.
Unlit lamps were placed on the walls.
Tansen was waiting with his tanpura in
hand and, as soon as the Emperor entered and sat on the throne, the great musician began the alap - the first
portion of a raga.
As Tansen sang on, the surrounding air got warmer and warmer.
The audience started perspiring. Leaves and flowers in the garden dried and fell to the ground. Water in the
fountains began to boil. Birds flew away to escape. The lamps lit up and flames appeared in the air. People
fled from the court in terror. As the Emperor got up and stood, listening with awe, a rose that he often held in
his hand drooped and died.
Now Tansen's body was hot and feverish, but absorbed in Deepak Raga he continued to sing vigorously.
Seeing Tansen in this state, Rupa became anxious and was unable to start singing. Then slowly, although
waveringly at first, she began singing Megh Raga.
As her voice grew stronger and soared, the sky became dark with clouds. Soon rain came pouring down. Many
among the audience rushed out to be cooled by the rain. Soon everything returned to normal. People
showered praises on Tansen's
genius. Though the Emperor was
very pleased, he was shocked that
he had almost lost his greatest
musician to the fire of the singer's
own music.
Tansen's fame now spread like the
flames of Deepak Raga.
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For the singer himself, however, the internal fire lit by Deepak Raga did not cool easily. Tansen fell ill and it
was two months before he could return to the court.
Tansen sang and taught in Emperor Akbar's court for many years. He was not only a musician, but also a
poet. He wrote the words for his music and composed many new ragas.
When Tansen died Emperor Akbar was at his bedside. The Emperor was filled with great sorrow. He knew that
India had lost her greatest musician and singer. But Tansen's music has lived on and been passed on from
guru to disciple.
And every year in Gwalior, near Tansen's tomb, a music festival is held. Musicians come here from all over
India to perform and pay homage to Tansen.
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